Church Discipleship Ministry
The Navigators Singapore
Church Process (IDC Process)
The IDC Process is an 18-24 month process designed to help
church leaders and their congregation discover and fulfill the
mission of disciplemaking that God has given the church.
Based on the foundation of prayer, teaming and assessment, the
process focuses on helping local churches in five major areas:

•
•
•
•
•

Mission Clarification, including core values and vision, to guide and set the internal
and operating direction of the church
Maturity Strategy, implementing an intentional spiritual growth process with a churchdeveloped definition and profile of a disciple
Outreach Strategy, increasing fruitfulness in outreach to those without Christ through
a comprehensive intentional strategy
Leadership Strategy, growing leaders who help accomplish the mission of the church
Relational Dynamics, developing a fruitful and integrated small group ministry and a
life-to-life ministry approach in the church

The New 2:7 Series Discipleship Tool

“Rooted and built up in Him, strengthened in the faith as you were taught, and overflowing with thankfulness.”
– Colossians 2:7

The 2:7 Series is a time tested dynamic training tool with a practical approach to
discipleship and disciplemaking.
The 2:7 In God’s Family Series consists of three 11-week courses designed to impact a
broad spectrum of men and women.
These self-contained, small-group oriented guides offer a refreshing experience of the
timeless and proven principles of Christian living – practical, workable Bible reading,
Scripture memorization and rich devotional time. Each becomes a vital experience for the
participant.

This biblical and practical approach to discipleship will help you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build an intimate relationship with God
Effectively memorize and meditate on Scripture
Effectively read and study your Bible
Develop a cohesive, useful testimon
Experience the joy of extended times with God
Be involved in biblical accountability
Build a deeper and closer sense of Christian Community

A 2:7 clinic to equip leaders to effectively use this
material, is available.
HIGH QUEST

HighQuest allows for lifestyle discipling, where the discipler and the disciple are able
to incorporate life skills into their daily living, as well as deal with life issues.

The HighQuest series is composed of six 12-week books. Each book develops different
spiritual life skills in the context of real life issues. These skills and issues are developed in
the environment of a small group of 3-5 men or women with a leader
HighQuest
•
•
•

Allows one to listen to Go
Allows time for accountability
Is a tool for mentoring

The Mission of HighQuest:
To equip men and women to:
•
•
•

Know Christ Deeply: Meeting with God (HQl)
Reflect Christ Authentically: Gripping the Scriptures (HQll)
Reproduce Christ Intentionally: Investing your life (HQlll)

The HQ series is available for men and women.

